
SECTION 'A 

za -aet rGoTAT 1? 300 V ERT aAa EiterH 
ai-aTt aTTs 

(a) 

XTe a fèaT gT qH = 
1 aHTA = 1-67x10- kg) 

What is de Broglie concept of matter wave? 
Evaluate de Broglie wavelength of 

Helium that is accelerated (hrough 300 V.) 

(Given mass of proton 
= Mass of neutron 

= 1-67x102/ kg) 
Ae 

, , 10 30D eV 300eV 

Vx)= 0 
-a Sraa tTg 377 V(x) = o 

gT ATT Ea 3iR n =4 Hn =2 R 7 TAT 7T 3-43x1014 Hz 3Tgf 1 

h 6-626x10-34 J.S. aT 74 m= 9.11x10-31 kgI) :1/ 

An electron in a one-dimensional infinite potential well, defined by 

V(x) =0 for -a x a and V(x) = oo 

otherwise, goes fromn=4 to n =2 level and emits photon of frequency 3-43x104 Hz. 

Calculate the width of the well. (Assume Plank's constanth = 6-626x10-34 J.S. and 

mass of electron m =9.11x10-3 kg) 

93 

10 

120 MHz R u ea NMR HA RtU R toy 3TqYT qa4 

Calculate the magnetic field strength required to observe the NMR spectrum of 

protons in benzene at 120 MHz. [Given the value of nuclear g-factor gy for protons 

is 5-585] 

:y T 

6o MH2 

1,(d) 

2 85- 10 

( Show that the Landé g-factor for pure orbital angular momentum and pure spin 

angular momentum are 1 and 2 respectively. Further, evaluate the g-factor for the 

state 'P. 

1.(e) Ea (J.) 3r fara (J_) E3ATTRaT a TH: J, J + iJ, 3R J.= J-iJ, aRT 

10 

i) [, Jl= thJ^ 
A-ikJa 

ik Jy -hJ 
(i) J. J, =J-J; -h.J, 

The raising (J,) and lowering (J) operators are detined by J, =J, +iJ, and 

J iJ, respectively. Prove the following identities: 

(i) [,, J,]= thJ, 

h 

(i) J J, = J - J2 -hJ, 
Sin 
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2.(a) 

Set up the Schrodinger's wave equation for one dimensional potential barrier and 
obtain the probability of tunneling 

L 
(20 

2.(b) 
Show that E,=<V> in the stationary sfates of the hydrogen atom. 15 

2.(c) 

() Show that for agiven principal quantum number n, there are n possible states 

of the atom. 

(ii) An atomic state is denoted by "Ds/2. Find the values of L, S and J. For this state, 
what shoyld be the minimum number of electrons involved ? Suggest a possible 

electroyc configuration. 7+8-15 

3.(a) 
T? 

What is the spin wave function (for s = ;) if the spin component in the direction of 

15 
unit vecto has a value of h 2 

3.(b 

4) Why does Stern-Gerlach experiment enjoy so much importance in atomic 

physics? 
11) Draw the schematic diagram of this experiment and comment on the shapes of 

the magnet pole pieces 20 

111) Why was the atomic beam of silver used in this experiment ? 

3 
Define Franck-Condon principle. How does it help in explaining the intensity 

distribution of 
vibrational-electronic spectra of diatomic 

molecules. 
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4. (a) 

i)An a diatomic molecule when one constituent atom is replaced by one of ito 

heavier isotopes, what change takes place in the rotational spectrum ? 

(ii) Calculate the change in rotational constant B when hydrogen is replaced hu 

deuterium jh the hydrogen molecule. 

ii) Draw the spectra of rigid and non-rigid rotors by using the schematic 

representation of the rotational energy levels and comment on it. 

4.0b 

i) HCI 3ry (pA) t 3itta 3ratey a5t aTurAI 6iY aG TE J=3 aP 

HCI t aRT-3/TRT 3iR -3T AT: 0-1274 nm AR 

0-0264x10-45 kg.m2 
Briefly explain the effect of ánharmonicity on the vibrational spectra of 

diatomic molecules. 
Calculate the averag� period aflrotation bf HCI molecule if it is in the J=3 

state The internuclear distance and the moment of inertia of HCI are 
0-1274 nm and 0-0264x 10*" kg.m^ respectively. 

T 27 

4.() 
Obtain) the gormalized eigenvectors of o, and o, matrices. 15 

TUS B' SECTION 'B° 

5.(a) 

TTIR GTA RaT ? 
f the nuclear force is charge independent and a neutron and proton form a bound 
state then why is there no bound state for two neutrons ? What information does this proide on the nucleon-nucleon force? 10 

5.b 

(i) faega HT +2 T UA-atura 
Explain why each of the following particles cannot exist according to tne qa model. 

) A Baryon of spin 1 and 
(i) An anti-Baryon of electric charge(+2 4x 3(2 
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5.c) 

Explain why Type-lI superconductor is better than Type-I superconductor in the 

application of superconductor magnets. 10 

5.(d) 

Why is the Field Effect Transistor (FET) called Unipolar Transistor ? Discuss how 

it is superior than Bipolar Junction Transistor. 10 

NAND 3R NOR EA a ardt% RA F TE IT? X-OR tE Th-aTRE, 

Why NAND and NOR gates are called universal gates? Give thd logic diagram, 

Boolean equation and the truth table of a X-OR gate. 
10 

6. (a) 

Show that for a specific value (n, 1), there exists a large degepes�cy relative to the 

energy characterized by the quantum number (N). Find the (shell /closures and the 

magic numbers predicted by harmonic oscillator potential. 
15 

6.(b) 
1 TR, YEHTA TT HTT g FTETRUT 1, ättttt sitt YEEiTEit aKTTT 

Considering atoms hard, uniform spheres, find the number of atoms per unit cell 

and packing fraction for simple cubic, bec and fcc) structures. 0 54 ,0.696:715 

6. 

Write douwn the Weizsäcker semi-emperical mass formula and explain each term 

(10+10 
Explain why U nuclide is an a-emitter and not a B-emitter? 

7.(a) 
feara zT fT TAT T 

Explain the drawbacks of Eistein's theory of specific héat and how it wasm 

overcome by Debye. 

20 

7.(b) 
ntp-

A neutron and a protón can undergo 
radiative captíre at rest 

d+Y 

Find the energy of the photon 
emitted in this capture. Is the recoil of the deuteron 

important ? 

n+p 15 
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7.(c) 

Compare the dependence of resistance on tehperature of a superconductar. 
with that of a normal conductor. Describe briefly the formation of Cooper pairs, 15 8 (a) 

Show that for an n-type semiconductor/ the Fermi level lies midway between tha donor states and the conduction band edge at low temperature (assuming E,=0). 
20 aT aT (zrde) à fPrta yT Aya yA-I aTi 0-1512 m 

fcc RTHT aT TE (111) AT A Tata tatuT 20-2° - sT67 T af fitz AT 2698 kg/m33 TATT-HR 26-98 kg/k mol a sIT 

8. (b) 

The wavelength of a prominént X-ray line from a copper target is 0-1512 m. 
The radiation, when diffracted with (111) plane of a crystal with fcc structure, 
corresponded to a Bragg angle of 20-2°. If the density of the crystal is 2698 kg/m' and atomic weight is 26-98 kg/k mol, calculate the Avogadro number. 15 

8.(c) 

(a) n p+e +Ve 
(b)° n*+T 

Io tO (c) e+Y 
(d) r ete+ve+Ve 

1t (e) t e+e++Vu 

Z, 8, o,28,S 

Which of the following decays are allowed and which are forbidden ? If the decay 

is allowed, state/which interaction is responsible. If it is forbidden, state 

conservation law its occurrence would violate. 

(a) n p+e+Ve 

ich 

+ 

2-3 8 
(c) T +Y 
(d) r +et+Ve+V 

e+et+u*+ V 
Go MHal:1 T 

(e) 

8, 20,)E 
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